Sonogenetics, which uses ultrasound to noninvasively control cells genetically modified with ultrasound-sensitive ion channels, can be a powerful tool for investigating intact brain circuits.
Introduction
Technologies for noninvasive modulation of mammalian brain activity with spatiotemporal precision and cell-type specificity have long been desired for experimental investigation of intact neural systems. Compared with electric, magnetic, optical, and chemical stimuli that have been used by existing neuromodulation technologies, focused ultrasound (FUS) offers unique advantages as it can noninvasively deliver ultrasound energy through the intact human scalp and skull deep into the brain and focus at cortical areas 1,2 as well as deep brain areas 3 with high spatial selectivity. Existing FUS neuromodulation techniques use ultrasound pulses with low intensity to produce mechanical effects for neural and behavioral modulation with a negligible temperature increase 4 . Numerous studies have confirmed that FUS can noninvasively modulate neural activity and brain function in animal models 5, 6 and humans 1, 3 .
However, the broad application of FUS neuromodulation is challenged by the wide variation in neural cell types in the sonicated brain tissue, resulting in neuromodulation with relatively low reliability and replicability 7, 8 . Advances in genetics-based tools enable manipulation of a specific type of neurons embedded within densely-wired brain circuits for assessing the causal role that different groups of neurons have in controlling circuit activity and behavior outcomes. Among genetics-based tools, optogenetics has been transforming neuroscience research by allowing targeted control of precisely defined events in the brain via light stimulation; however, it requires invasive surgery to permanently implant devices for delivering light deep into the brain.
Similar to optogenetics, sonogenetics intends to use ultrasound to precisely control the activity of neurons that have been genetically modified to express ultrasound-sensitive ion channels (i.e., sonogenetics actuators). The major challenge in the development of sonogenetics is to find suitable actuators. Sonogenetics was initially proposed by Ibsen et al 9 where ultrasound 4 selectively activated the cells expressing a mechanosensitive ion channel in Caenorhabditis elegans. However, ultrasound alone did not affect the behavior of the worm.
Behavioral changes were observed only when the body of the worm was surrounded by microbubbles added to the agar plate where the worm was placed. The requirement for adding microbubbles to activate the mechanosensitive signaling prevents the translation of this method to studies in the mammalian brain. A recent study using Caenorhabditis elegans found that the mechanosensitive ion channel MEC-4 was important for ultrasound neuromodulation in the absence of microbubbles 10 . But, its application in mammalian brains is limited because highfrequency ultrasound (10 MHz) used in that study cannot efficiently penetrate through the skull.
Other mechanosensitive ion channels, for example, TREK-1 11 , MscL 12 , Piezo1 13, 14 , and TRPA1 15 have been proposed as potential sonogenetic tools based on in vitro cell culture studies without in vivo validation. A most recent study showed that an engineered auditory-sensing protein (prestin) caused neurons in the mouse brain to sense ultrasound stimulation 16 ; however, this protein, which is not an ion channel, lacks the ability to control neuron activity in a temporally precise fashion. To our knowledge, there is so far no study that has identified ultrasoundsensitive ion channels for spatiotemporally precise modulation of neural activity in mammalian brains.
Ultrasound propagation in tissue generates not only mechanical effects but also thermal effects owing to viscous dissipation as molecules move back and forth in the ultrasound field.
Here, we present a sonogenetic tool ( Fig. 1 ) for noninvasive, spatiotemporally controlled manipulation of cells genetically modified to express the thermosensitive ion channel -transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1). The activation temperature of TRPV1 is around 42 °C 17 , which is only a few degrees higher than the body temperature to permit quick and safe 5 stimulation while allowing the channels to be closed at physiological temperature and minimizing other potential thermal effects on the neural circuits 18, 19, 20 . This technique opens new avenues for noninvasive, cell-type specific, spatiotemporally precise control of mammalian neural activity.
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics. FUS directly and selectively
activates neurons expressing the thermosensitive ion channel TRPV1 by spatiotemporally controlling the heating of targeted brain tissue to ~42 °C.
Results

TRPV1 is a sonogenetic actuator
Our first experiment was performed to determine whether TRPV1 is a sonogenetic actuator by evaluating whether ultrasound could selectively control intracellular Ca 2+ influx in TRPV1-expressing HEK293T cells. We developed an experimental setup that allows simultaneous fluorescence imaging and FUS stimulation of HEK293T cells. This setup used a 6 ring-shape FUS transducer that was placed underneath the cell culture plate, allowing fluorescence imaging through the center opening of the ring (Fig. S1 ). Temperature rise associated with the ultrasound exposure was measured using a fiber-optic thermometer placed ~1 mm away from the center point of the microscope's field of view (FOV). The maximum temperature induced by FUS as recorded by the thermometer was 42.0 ± 0.2 °C . The functionality of TRPV1 was confirmed by the observation of Ca 2+ influx in response to capsaicin, a TRPV1 agonist ( Fig. S2) .
A high-amplitude Ca 2+ influx was detected in the FUS-stimulated TRPV1-expressing cells (TRPV1 + ) using fluorescence imaging ( Fig. 2a, 2c ). The maximum increase in the fluorescence intensity(ΔF/F) was 0.46 on average ( Fig. 2e ). The TRPV1 antagonist Capsazepine 21, 22 dramatically reduced Ca 2+ influx in response to FUS stimulation in TRPV1 + cells, suggesting that the observed Ca 2+ influx was due to TRPV1 activation ( Fig. S3 ). To determine whether FUS stimulation affected cells not expressing TRPV1, we stimulated cells that did not express TRPV1 (TRPV1 -) and did not evoke significant Ca 2+ influx ( Fig. 2c, 2d ). In both TRPV1and TRPV1 + cells, there were no significant changes in intracellular Ca 2+ concentration without FUS stimulation. FUS stimulation had no detectable effects on cell viability ( Fig. S4 ). These findings suggest that TRPV1 can serve as a sonogenetic actuator.
To test our hypothesis that FUS activates the TRPV1 + cells through FUS thermaldominated effects, we performed an experiment to heat the TRPV1 + cells by water bath heating.
We controlled the heating duration to increase the temperature to 42.2 ± 0.5 °C , which was approximately the same level as FUS-induced heating. We found that water-bath heating on TRPV1 + cells had a similar success rate and mean fluorescence intensity as FUS stimulation (Fig.   2 ). While we cannot rule out the contribution by the ultrasound mechanical effect, these findings 7 suggest that the activation of the TRPV1 ion channel is dominated by the ultrasound thermal effect. 
Sonogenetics in the mouse brain
After establishing TRPV1 as a sonogenetic actuator through the in vitro experiment, we then tested whether FUS could directly activate TRPV1 + neurons in the mouse brain in vivo. We used a two-photon microscope (2PM) combined with genetically encoded calcium indicator (GCaMP6f) for in vivo neural activity recording in the mouse cortex. Calcium imaging allows direct observation of brain activity and overlaying functional activity with genetic and anatomical identity 23 . We intentionally avoided using electrophysiological recording because electrodes inserted in the brain interfere with ultrasound wave propagation, and ultrasound waveinduced mechanical vibration generates artifacts in the electrical recording.
The TRPV1 transgene was placed under the excitatory neuronal promotor calmodulin kinase II α -subunit and before mCherry by posttranscriptional cleavage linker p2A (CaMKII-TRPV1-p2A-mCherry) 20 . The transgene was packed into a lentiviral vector. Two groups of genetically engineered GCaMP6f mice were used in this experiment. Group one (n=4) was injected with the above lentiviral vector at the somatosensory cortex, and group two (n=4) was injected with a lentiviral vector encoding mCherry without TRPV1 at the same brain location (CaMKII-mCherry, Fig. 3a ). After approximately 4 weeks for transgene expression, a cranial window was created on top of the virus injection site and a glass window was added for 2PM imaging of the neural activity by the genetically encoded calcium sensor GCaMP6f. A ringshape FUS transducer was coupled to the microscope objective through a custom-designed adaptor for simultaneous FUS stimulation and 2PM imaging ( Fig. 3a, 3b ). The full-width-halfmaximum dimension of the FUS beam was 0.66 mm in the horizontal plane (XY plane, Fig. 3a) , which enables precise spatial control of the delivered FUS energy within the FOV of the 2PM microscope.
We found a total of 13 neurons with co-expression of TRPV1 and GCaMP6f from mice in group one. Two repeated FUS stimulations were delivered when these neurons were found in the FOV. We observed that TRPV1 + neurons were switched from silent to active states in response to FUS stimulation, while nearby neurons without TRPV1 overexpression were not affected ( Fig.3c ). We consistently observed FUS activation of the TRPV1 + neurons, showing a strong Ca 2+ influx ( 3f ). For comparison purposes, we randomly selected 13 neurons from mice in group two with the overexpression of mCherry without TRPV1 (TRPV1 -). In these mice, FUS failed to activate these selected neurons as seen from the minimal Ca 2+ influx ( Fig. 3e , left panel) and a low success rate of 10.7 ± 5.7% (Fig. 3f ), which was not significantly different from the control without FUS stimulation ( Fig. 3d, 3f ). These findings demonstrated the ability of sonogenetics to manipulate the activity of a selected type of neurons in the mammalian brain via TRPV1.
One practical consideration with thermal-based neuromodulation tools is the risk of damaging effects from the temperature increase. Two additional groups of normal mice without 1 0 the injection of the viral vectors were used to evaluate the safety of FUS exposure (n=4 for each group). One group was sacrificed after FUS sonication with identical parameters as those used in the above experiment (FUS + ). The other group was used as the control without FUS exposure (FUS -). We inspected neuronal integrity, inflammation, and apoptosis using immunohistochemical staining of the neurons (NeuN), astrocytes (GFAP), microglia (Iba1), and cell death (Caspase-3 and TUNEL). Cell nuclei appeared to be intact and the morphology of neurons appeared normal. We did not find a significant change in the numbers of neurons, astrocytes, microglia, and apoptotic cells when comparing FUS + and FUSgroups. 
Precise control of neural activity
Precise control of neural activity via sonogenetics depends on well-defined temporal and spatial control of the ultrasound energy. All the above experiments were performed using a 15 slong FUS pulsed wave. After demonstrating that the 15 s-long FUS pulsed wave can robustly activate TRPV1 + neurons (Fig. 3) , we compared pulsed wave (PW) with continuous wave (CW) for targeted activation of TRPV1 + neurons. The experimental method was identical to the above in vivo study with one modification. Considering the relatively low co-expression rate of TRPV1 and GCaMP6f using the transgenic mice, we switched to co-injection of two viruses: one for the delivery of GCaMP6f and one for the delivery of TRPV1.
Short on-and off-time delays of neuromodulation permit multiple simulations in short observation times, which is crucial for precise correlation of neural activity with brain function and for obtaining statistically significant data. We tested whether we could shorten the stimulation duration by using PW FUS with 7 s total sonication duration and CW FUS with 7, 4, and 1 s sonication duration. Each condition was tested on 5 TRPV1 + neurons and each neuron was repeatedly stimulated 10 times. We found that reducing the PW duration to 7 s failed to evoke Ca 2+ influx robustly, but CW with 7 s and 4 s duration repeatedly activated TRPV1 + neurons in the mouse brain in vivo ( Fig. 4a , Supplementary Video 1). Further decreasing the CW duration to 1 s did not consistently induce activation of the neurons. The success rate of 7-s CW and 4-s CW (88.0 ± 7.3% and 68.0 ± 11.6% respectively) were comparable to 15-s PW stimulation (80.8 ± 9.0%) with no significant difference (Fig. 4b ). The onset latencies were 2.6 ± 0.2 s and 2.1 ± 0.3 s for the 7-s CW and 4-s CW stimulation, respectively ( Fig. 4c ). They were significantly faster than the latency for the 15-s PW (5.9 ± 1.0 s). In addition to faster onset time, CW also reduced the 50% relaxation time. The normalized fluorescence intensity (ΔF/F) was 1 4 back to half of its peak intensity within 14.6 ± 1.0 s and 15.3 ± 2.0 s for the 7 s and 4 s stimulation, respectively ( Fig. 4d ).
We performed in vivo real-time temperature imaging using magnetic resonance (MR) thermometry. MR thermometry is an established technique for noninvasive, real-time, volumetric, and quantitative temperature measurements. The most reliable and commonly used MR thermometry method is based on temperature-sensitive proton resonance frequency shift.
We have established the MR thermometry technique for monitoring heating by FUS in our previous studies 24, 25 . MR thermometry shows localized heating at the FUS spatially targeted brain location. The small FUS beam size ( Fig. 3a ) allows us to precisely target at the cortex underneath the optical window. We found that heat induced by FUS was spatially localized at the targeted brain location (Fig. 4e ). We quantified the average temperature change within the optical window for both PW-FUS and CW-FUS stimulation (Fig. 4f ). We then calculated the peak temperature associated with each sonication condition and found that the success rate of TRPV1 + neuron activation was positively correlated with the peak temperature ( Fig. 4g ). This positive correlation between temperature and success rate further supports our hypothesis that FUS-induced heating is the dominant mechanism for TRPV1-mediated sonogenetics. The temperature curves also verified that CW FUS raised the temperature faster than PW FUS (Fig.   4f ), which could explain the shortened latencies associated with 7-s CW and 4-s CW compared with 15-s PW. These findings suggest that we can control the success rate, on-off temporal dynamics, and spatial location of sonogenetic neuromodulation by using different FUS parameters to effectively control the heating effect. 
Discussion
This study demonstrated that TRPV1-based sonogenetics is a noninvasive, safe, cell-type specific, and spatiotemporally controllable neuromodulation tool. ThermoTRP channels are cation channels of the Transient Receptor Potential family whose conductances change dramatically with temperature 18 . Among the identified thermoTRPs, TRPV1 is the most suitable one for the mammalian application, because its temperature sensitivity threshold is approximately 42 ºC 17 . TRPV1 has been used by magnetothermal genetics to modulate neural activity 19, 20 and control animal behavior 26, 27 . Alternating magnetic fields were used to heat superparamagnetic nanoparticles adhering to the neuronal membrane for the activation of neurons heat-sensitized by expressing TRPV1. Magnetothermal genetics allows noninvasive delivery of energy to control neural activity remotely, but major safety issues arise from the exogenous superparamagnetic nanoparticles incorporated into the brain and poor spatial resolution of the magnetic field. FUS can remotely warm up the brain tissue under precise spatial and temporal control without the need of injecting nanoparticles to the brain. The strong positive correlation between temperature and the success rate of TRPV1 + neuron activation (Fig. 4g) has not been reported before by magnetothermal genetics. Our findings that the success rate and the on-off temporal dynamics of TRPV1-based sonogenetics can be precisely controlled by FUS 1 7 suggest that our proposed sonogenetics is a controllable and reliable neuromodulation tool. Past research effort has been focused on developing sonogenetics based on mechanosensitive ion channels. One most recent study showed that an engineered auditory-sensing protein, prestin, successfully stimulated neurons in deep regions of mouse brains as evaluated by c-fos staining of ex vivo brain slices 16 . However, FUS-evoked calcium influx in HEK293T cells expressing this protein lasted for more than 100 s after a single FUS stimulation with no evidence to show the calcium influx could be turned off. Such poor temporal response limits the application of this protein as a sonogenetic tool and the lack of understanding of how this protein senses ultrasound further hinders its utilization in neuromodulation. Our study opens new avenues for developing sonogentics using thermosensitive ion channels. Future studies are needed to screen other candidate thermo-and mechano-sensitive ion channels to further expand the toolbox for sonogenetics.
Although ultrasound is well-known to be associated with both mechanical and thermal effects, existing efforts on ultrasound neuromodulation focus on harnessing the mechanical effects of ultrasound while avoiding the heating effects. Heating effects have been intentionally avoided for the major concern of tissue destruction as the gap between normal body temperature and the noxious, tissue-damaging temperature is narrow 18 . However, technological advancement has made it possible to real-time monitor and control FUS-induced heating in the human brain based on MR thermometry 28 . Moreover, MR investigation of FUS-induced brain tissue damage suggested a safety thermal dose threshold of about 1 equivalent min at 43 ºC for the brain 29 . The thermal doses associated with our FUS parameters were within the range of 0.11 -0.35 equivalent min at 43 ºC, which were much lower than the above safety threshold. The safety of the FUS stimulation was confirmed by our inspection of neuronal integrity, apoptosis, and 1 8 inflammation markers. We do not rule out potential damage by other FUS parameters or chronic effects occurring over a longer time. Further studies are needed to fully establish the safe operation parameter space of the proposed sonogenetic technique.
The sonogenetic tool based on TRPV1 has a latency of several seconds. This time scale is not limited by the intrinsic properties of the ion channel, as the mammalian TRPV1 responds with a time constant of ~5 ms to an infrared-laser triggered temperature jump, comparable to ligand-or voltage-gated ion channels 30 . This time scale reflects the kinetics of FUS tissue heating to reach the targeted temperature for neuron activation. The latency is longer than optogenetics which has a millisecond temporal resolution. Millisecond temporal resolution is unnecessary for many applications, for example linking activation of specific neurons to behavior outputs 18 . Moreover, the second-scale latency by the sonogenetics is comparable to the response time of magnetothermal neural stimulation 27 but much faster than chemical stimulation using designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) 31 .
Sonogenetics, like all other genetic-based neuromodulation techniques, requires gene therapy for genetic targeting of specific cell types to express ultrasound-sensitive ion channels.
Gene therapy methods based on viral and other vectors have already provided promising results
in clinical trials, and new genome editing technologies have brought safe gene delivery a step closer to clinical practice 32 . Recently, several preclinical studies have shown that FUS in combination with microbubbles can transiently enhance the blood-brain barrier permeability for the noninvasive and localized delivery of intravenously injected AAVs to the mouse brain for optogenetics 33 and chemogenetics 34 . Currently, clinical trials are evaluating the feasibility and safety of the FUS technique for drug delivery to the brain [35] [36] [37] . FUS has the promise to achieve localized and noninvasive delivery of the viral vectors encoding ultrasound-sensitive ion 1 9 channels and activation of the expressed ion channels for fully noninvasive cell-type-specific neuromodulation.
Sonogenetics can accelerate achieving the ultimate goal of neuroscience in understanding intact neural circuits and enable potential clinical applications. Compared with the existing FUS neuromodulation technique, which uses ultrasound alone to activate or inhibit brain regions, sonogenetics can target a specific type of neurons in the chosen brain area. This specificity allows sonogenetics to be used to study of causal relationships between neural activity and a behavioral outcome in a temporally precise manner. Further, optogenetics often requires surgery for the implantation of optical fibers to the brain, which is one of the major challenges in the engineering of optogenetics systems for clinical use. FUS energy can be noninvasively delivered to targeted brain locations. The design of the FUS transducer can be modified to suit different applications. For example, the geometry of the transducer can be designed to generate a focal zone that closely matches the volume of the targeted brain tissue. Moreover, instead of using a single-element FUS transducer, a phased array transducer with multiple elements can be used to form various focus patterns 38 for multiple-location simultaneous stimulation. The phased array transducer can also electronically steer the beam for sequential stimulation of multiple brain locations. Devices for transcranial delivery of FUS energy for clinical thermal ablation treatment of essential tremor has been approved by the U. S. Food and Drug Administration 39 .
We envision that the sonogenetic technique could be extended to large animals and even humans owing to the deep penetration depth of FUS.
Not only will sonogenetic have a broad range of applications in basic and translational neuroscience, its principle of using FUS for noninvasive, spatiotemporal control of biological systems will also impact other fields in biological science and biomedical engineering. In the 2 0 future, such a technique may even support new therapeutic modalities for humans, enabling the control of cells not only in the brain but also in other parts of the body.
Methods
Plasmid and virus. pLenti-CaMKII-TRPV1-p2A-mCherry-WPRE was a gift from P. Anikeeva FUS stimulation was applied to the cells during Ca 2+ imaging using a customized in vitro FUS system ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The ring-shaped transducer was aligned confocally with the objective of the fluorescence microscope. Above the ring transducer were a layer of 0.2 mm transparent plastic window and a thin layer of degassed ultrasound coupling gel. The wells were filled with the live-cell imaging solution and covered by ultrasound absorber on top (Aptflex F28P, Precision Acoustics) to minimize standing waves. The acoustic pressure output of the FUS transducer was carefully calibrated using hydrophones (HGL-200 and HNP-200, Onda) in a degassed water tank. The FUS parameters applied in the study were: center frequency of 1.7
MHz, peak negative pressure of 1 MPa, duty cycle of 40%, pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz, 2 2 and duration of 30 s. The spatial peak temporal average intensity (I spta ) was calculated to be 12.5 W/cm 2 . The temperature of the imaging solution was monitored using a fiber-optic thermometer (Luxtron, now LumaSense Technologies). The tip of the fiber-optic thermometer was inserted at a location about 1 mm away from the center of the microscope's FOV for real-time temperature recording. During the experiment, the baseline temperature of the medium was maintained at 37 º C by a resistor-based heating unit (Caddock File). For the positive control experiment, the cells were heated by water-bath heating using the resistor-based heating unit. In vivo 2PM imaging and FUS brain stimulation. 4-6 weeks following viral injection, mice were used for FUS stimulation with simultaneous in vivo 2PM imaging to record the neural activity. Before the experiment, a chronic cranial window was created on the mouse head to obtain optical access to the mouse cerebral cortex for time-lapse Ca 2+ imaging using 2PM following an established protocol 41 . Briefly, a small piece of the skull (a circular shape with ~2.3 mm diameter) was removed by a trephine drill (Fine Science Tools). Then 1.2% agarose (Sigma) in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF, Tocris Bioscience) was applied onto the dura and covered by a 3.5 mm cover glass (#1 thickness, CS-3.5R, Warner instruments). The cover glass was then 2 4 sealed by vetbond and adhesive cement (C&B-Metabond). Finally, a customized titanium frame was embedded on top of the skull and fixed by adhesive cement. After the optical window surgery, the mice were prepared for 2PM imaging and FUS stimulation. The mice were anesthetized via intramuscular injection of ketamine (0.10 mg/g body weight) and xylazine (0.01 mg/g body weight) mixture. Then, the head was fixed by screwing the titanium frame on top of the mouse's head to a titanium plate on the 2PM stage (Fig. 3b ). Body temperature was kept around normal physiological status (37 °C) by an automatic temperature controller (TC-334B, Warner Instruments).
Time-lapse 2PM imaging was performed with a custom-built two-photon microscope 42 running SlideBook acquisition software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations) and equipped with a Thor resonant scan head, 2 Bialkali and 2 multi-alkali photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu), a 1.0 NA 20× water dipping objective (Olympus), and a Pockel's cell laser attenuator (Conoptics).
Fluorescence was excited with a Chameleon Vision II Ti: Sapphire laser (Coherent) tuned to 920 nm for GCaMP6f and 980 nm for mCherry; fluorescence emission was detected by photomultiplier tubes simultaneously using 495 nm and 575 nm dichroic filters: green (495-575 nm, GCaMP6f) and red (>575 nm, mCherry). The output laser power was set to around 60 mW for Thy1-GCaMP6f mice and 20 mW for AAV-CaMKII-GCaMP6f transfected mice. The image resolution was 0.585 µm/pixel. The original scanning frame rate was 30 Hz and every 10 frames were averaged to generate time-lapse images with 3 Hz frame rate.
The FUS transducer was specially designed in the way that the inner edge of the ring FUS transducer geometrically fit the outer edge of the microscope objective to confocally align the optical beam and FUS beam. In the repeated FUS stimulation studies, the interval between every adjacent stimulation was 80 s to minimize interference among repeated stimulations. A 2 5 total of 5 different parameter groups were used in the in vivo study with the ultrasound frequency For the in vivo study, ROIs were manually selected to cover individual soma of the neurons expressing both GCaMP6f and mCherry with TRPV1 for TRPV1 + neurons and without TRPV1 for TRPV1neurons. Successful FUS stimulation was defined as the above in vitro study (ΔF/F > 0.1 and >2× SD). The success rate was quantified by the proportion of successful FUS stimulation to all the stimulation in every single neuron. The statistical result was then calculated by averaging the success rate over all mCherry and GCaMP6f double-positive neurons. Latency to threshold was defined as the time from the onset of FUS to the time of successful stimulation, 2 6 which was defined above. Time to 50% relaxation was defined as the time from the time reaching the peak amplitude to the time decaying to half of the peak amplitude.
In vivo temperature imaging. MR thermometry was used for non-invasively imaging the spatiotemporal distribution of FUS-induced temperature rise in mice brain in vivo. BALB/c mice without viral injection were used in this study. MR thermometry was performed using a (Agilent/Varian DirectDrive Console) 4.7 T MRI system. Temperature images were acquired using a continuously applied gradient-echo imaging sequence with a flip angle of 20 degrees, T R of 10 ms and T E of 4 ms, slice thickness of 1.5 mm, and matrix size of 128 × 128 for 60 × 60 mm FOV. Phase images were processed in real-time using ThermoGuide software (Image Guided Therapy). MRI compatible FUS transducer (Image Guided Therapy) was targeted at the same brain location as 2PM study and used the same FUS parameters as well, except a slight difference in the ultrasound frequency (1.5 MHz instead of 1.7 MHz), which was restricted by the available transducer. Before the in vivo experiment, the performance of the MR thermometry was calibrated in a gelatin phantom by comparing it to the temperature measured by the fiberoptic thermometer used as a gold standard. The difference in the result of these two methods was within 10%.
Histological analysis. Safety of FUS stimulation was assessed by evaluating the number of neurons, astrocytes, microglia and apoptotic cells using immunohistochemistry analysis. First, 5 sequential FUS stimuli were applied to the BALB/c mice without viral injection using the same FUS system as the above MR thermometry study and the same FUS parameters. At around 2 h after FUS sonication, mice were sacrificed by transcardial perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were harvested and fixed in 4% PFA overnight and equilibrated in 30% sucrose for cryosectioning. The fixed brains were sectioned to 20 µm slices. Then, the slices were 2 7 preprocessed in 0.3% v/v Triton X-100 and 3% v/v blocking serum solution in PBS for 1 h in the dark at room temperature to increase the permeability and block the background. Then the slices were washed 3 times using PBS and incubated in primary antibody solution with 3% blocking serum overnight at 4 °C. The primary antibodies used in this study include: anti-NeuN (Abcam, Cat: 104225, 1:1000), anti-GFAP (Abcam, Cat: 07165, 1:1000), anti-Iba1 (Abcam, Cat: 178846, 1:1000,), anti-Caspase-3 (Cell Signal, Cat: 9661s, 1:1000), and DeadEnd™ colorimetric TUNEL System (Promega, Cat: G7360). After 3 PBS wash, the slices were then incubated in secondary antibody (Donkey antirabbit Alexa Fluor 488, Jackson laboratory, 1:400) in the dark for 3 h at room temperature. Finally, the slices were moved onto glass slides and mounted with VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories) that contained DAPI nuclear stain.
Statistical analysis.
Data were analyzed using either a two-tailed t-test with unequal variance (in Fig. 3h ) or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test (when more than two samples were compared in Fig 2d, 3f) . One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test was used in Fig 4b, 4c , and 4d. All data with p < 0.05 were considered to be significant.
